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TOILET 
SPACE
We push flushing power, bowl cleanliness and toilet design to  

the leading edge. We never compromise. Why should you?
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For more information, visit 
KOHLER.com/NeverCompromise

TOILETS
Never Compromise on Performance
Performance means reliable power without wasting water.

Better Flush. Cleaner Bowl. 
It’s no secret that a better flush gives you a cleaner bowl, which  

is why we never compromise when it comes to flushing power or 

bowl cleanliness. Our “never compromise” attitude has resulted  

in our most perfect flush yet: Revolution 360® swirl flushing  

technology. Our Revolution 360 swirling flush sends 360 degrees  

of water through the bowl for complete coverage that leaves  

nothing behind. 

Kick Your Plunger to the Curb.  
The driving force behind our powerful flushing is the AquaPiston®  

engine. AquaPiston is a canister flush valve that allows water to 

flow into the bowl from all sides, as opposed to the restricted entry 

of a traditional flapper, increasing the power and effectiveness of 

the flush. In short, AquaPiston packs a powerful punch to eliminate 

clogs without wasting water.

Wipe Out Dirt. 
The base of the toilet can be the hardest area to clean, so our  

clever designers created toilets with smooth bases. Eliminating  

the nooks and crannies of a traditional toilet gives dirt fewer places 

to hide, and it makes our toilets incredibly easy to wipe down and 

keep clean. 

Saving Water Is for the Birds. 
And fish. And animals. And people. And the future. We work toward 

balancing the right amount of water with the perfect amount of 

power for a water-efficient flush that packs a serious punch. 

KOHLER.com/ToiletSatisfactionGuarantee

We’re confident in the performance of our toilets and smart seats, 

and we want to ensure that you and your customers are too.
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TOILET GUIDE
TOILET TYPES

Intelligent
Offering superior comfort and cleaning, intelligent toilets simply deliver  

a better experience, top to bottom. From heated seats and warm-water  

cleansing to automated flushing and more, our intelligent toilets help  

redefine one of life’s most basic rituals.

Leading-Edge Design

Intelligent toilets feature an innovative tankless design that  

makes a stunning style statement.

Dynamic Cleansing

A warm-water wand, precision air dryer and a deodorizing  

filter provide personalized cleansing. 

Personalized Comfort

Temperature, cleansing settings and more can be controlled  

with an intuitive touch-screen remote.

Wall-Hung
Ideal for bathrooms with a limited  

footprint, wall-hung toilets feature a sleek, 

easy-to-clean design. With a hidden  

in-wall tank, only the bowl and flush  

plate are mounted to the wall, resulting  

in a streamlined profile that simplifies 

cleaning and saves up to 12" of space 

over standard floor-mount toilets.

One-Piece
One-piece toilets are crafted from one 

single piece of ceramic, so the bowl and 

tank are integrated. This eliminates the 

seam between the bowl and tank, which 

means the toilet is easier to keep clean. 

Available with a concealed or skirted  

trapway, each one-piece toilet comes  

with the seat included.   

Two-Piece
This is the most common type of toilet, 

and it offers great value. A separate  

tank and bowl are assembled together. 

Bowls are also available with concealed 

or skirted trapways and seats are  

sold separately. 

+
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TOILET LENGTHS

Elongated Bowl
• Fits most residential spaces

•  Provides added room and  

comfort for seating

Compact Elongated Bowl
•  Fits the elongated bowl into a  

round-front toilet footprint

•  Saves up to 10 percent more  

space than an elongated bowl

•  Offers added room and comfort  

for seating compared to a  

round-front toilet

Round-Front Bowl
•  Requires less space

•  A good solution for  

small spaces

Over 
28½"

28½"  
or less

As small 
as 251⁄4"

Custom 
height

Standard Height
•  Traditional-height toilets are ideal  

for small statures

•  Low-profile models are perfect  

for small spaces

Comfort Height®

•  Sit at chair height—approximately two 

inches higher than standard-height 

toilets

•  Makes standing and sitting easier

•  Many are ADA-compliant when  

installed per applicable guidelines

Custom Height
•  Wall-hung toilets can be positioned  

at a custom height from 15⅜" to 28½"  

to accommodate a range of statures

•  Raised bowl allows cleaning underneath

17" to 19"Less than 17"

SEAT HEIGHTS

For more information, visit  
KOHLER.com/ToiletsGuide
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TOILET GUIDE
TR APWAY STYLES 

Skirted Trapway
Offers an easy-to-clean smooth surface 

from front to back.

ReadyLock™

We make it easy to enjoy the clean  

design of a skirted toilet. Our innovative, 

patented installation system doesn’t  

require drilling, caulk or special tools,  

and it offers a secure installation. 

Concealed Trapway
Features a smooth trapway surface  

that’s easy to wipe clean.

Clean Caps®  

Clean Caps low-profile toilet floor bolts 

and caps make it easier to clean even 

the hardest to reach areas of the toilet. 

Offered on all concealed trapway toilets, 

or sold separately as individual kits.  

Exposed Trapway
Traditionally designed, exposed trapways  

can be seen from the side of the toilet.

Bolt Caps

Exposed trapway toilets are fitted with  

standard caps to cover the bolts that  

attach the toilet to the floor. 

FLUSH TYPES
Single-Flush
•  The AquaPiston® flush engine flushes over 2 pounds of bulk waste—4x more than is 

needed for the average adult—to eliminate clogs

•  Most single-flush toilets save water by using only 1.28 gallons of water per flush

•  Revolution 360® swirling flush keeps your bowl cleaner 2x longer than a  

conventional flush

Dual-Flush  
•  Buttons or levers offer the choice between a half or full flush

•  Saves water by using as little as 0.6 gallons of water for a light flush  

and up to 1.6 gallons for a full flush
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COLORS
KOHLER® toilets are available in an array of colors.  

See availability online.

White 
(0)

Biscuit 
(96)

Ice™ Grey 
(95)

Cashmere™ 
(K4)

Thunder™ Grey 
(58)

Dune 
(NY)

Almond 
(47)

Sandbar 
(G9)

Black Black™ 
(7)

OTHER CONSIDER ATIONS
Rough-In
Most bathrooms have a  

standard 12" rough-in  

(the measurement between  

the wall and outlet pipe). We  

also offer 10" and 14" options.

WaterSense®-Labeled Toilets
WaterSense toilets meet strict EPA flushing  

guidelines, including using at least 20 percent  

less water than 1.6-gallon toilets. Look for the  

WaterSense label as you shop.

Shop by Style
Our product sections throughout the book are 

organized by style–each section beginning with 

traditional and ending with modern designs.

For more information, visit  
KOHLER.com/ToiletsGuide

ONE-PIECE TOILETS

Portrait® Comfort Height®

COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET 
WITH CONCEALED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-3826

Memoirs® Stately 
Comfort Height

COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET 
WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-6428

Memoirs Classic 
Comfort Height

COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET 
WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-6424

Kathryn® Comfort Height
COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET 
WITH CONCEALED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-3940

One-piece toilets integrate tank and bowl into a seamless, space-saving design that is easy to clean. Because of their special design 

detail, most one-piece KOHLER® toilets ship with a complementary Quiet-Close™ toilet seat with Quick-Release™ functionality.

Memoirs Stately Comfort Height one-piece compact elongated toilet with skirted trapway K-6428-96 THE KOHLER BATHROOM BOOK | 179178 | PRODUCTS | TOILET SPACE | TOILETS

Tresham® Comfort Height®

COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET 
WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-3981

Archer®

ELONGATED TOILET 

1.28 gpf | K-3639

Santa Rosa™  
Comfort Height

COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET

1.28 gpf | K-3810

Gabrielle™

Comfort Height
ELONGATED TOILET

1.28 gpf | K-3615

Cimarron®

Comfort Height
ELONGATED TOILET 

WITH CONCEALED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-3619

Adair® Comfort Height
ELONGATED TOILET 

1.28 gpf | K-3946

San Raphael®
ELONGATED TOILET 

WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-3722

San Souci®
Comfort Height

COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET 
WITH CONCEALED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-5172

Rêve® Comfort Height
COMPACT ELONGATED DUAL-FLUSH

TOILET WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

1.6 / 0.8 gpf | K-3797

Numi® Comfort Height
ONE-PIECE COMPACT ELONGATED 
DUAL-FLUSH INTELLIGENT TOILET 

1.28 / 0.6 gpf | K-3901

Veil® Comfort Height
ONE-PIECE COMPACT ELONGATED 
DUAL-FLUSH INTELLIGENT TOILET 

1.28 / 0.8 gpf | K-5401

For more colors, installation types and sizes, 
visit KOHLER.com/OnePiece

35%35%
REDUCES 

WATER USE BY MORE THAN
*

WATER USE BY MORE THAN

BOLD PERFORMANCE

Packed Into a Powerful 1.0-Gallon Flush
The new, ultrahigh-efficient Highline® toilet combines style  

and function with a water-conserving 1.0-gallon flush in a  

clean design.

The 1.0-gallon flush exceeds MaP (Maximum Performance)  

requirements for removing solid waste in a single flush, and  

it reduces water use by more than 35 percent over 1.6-gallon 

toilets. That means water savings of approximately 4,500 gallons  

of water per toilet, per year.*

*Based on average household of four, each flushing 5.1 times daily, 365 day a year. 
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Once you experience an intelligent toilet, you’ll wonder how you ever lived without one. A warm seat 

relaxes you, a soft spray cleanses you, a gentle breeze dries you. And you feel a cleaner kind of clean. 

It’s a must-have for the modern spa bathroom experience. Every KOHLER® intelligent toilet includes:

•  Motion-activated, hands-free opening and closing of cover and an automatic flush

•  Advanced cleansing functionality with self-cleaning wand, precision air dryer  

and deodorizing filter

•  Touch-screen remote control with wall-mount docking station

•  Warm-air drying system with adjustable temperature settings and heated seat

• One-piece tankless design

• LED lighting to illuminate the bowl and conveniently serve as a nightlight

INTELLIGENT TOILETS

Veil® one-piece elongated dual-flush intelligent toilet K-5401-0174 | PRODUCTS | TOILET SPACE | TOILETS
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Numi® Comfort Height®

ONE-PIECE ELONGATED DUAL-FLUSH INTELLIGENT TOILET

K-3901-NPR-0 (with premium remote, shown) and K-3901-NSR-0 (with standard remote) 
K-3901-NPR-HB1 (with premium remote) and K-3901-NSR-HB1 (with standard remote)

FLUSH  Dual | 1.28 or 0.6 gpf | Battery-powered emergency backup

CLEANSING SETTINGS  Stainless steel cleansing wand offers adjustable spray position,  

water pressure, temperature, pulsate and oscillate functions. Front and rear nozzles  

provide warm, aerated water. Settings can be preset for up to six users

SELF-CLEANING  Wand automatically performs rinse cycle after each use and UV-light  

sanitizes the wand surface

LIGHT  LED ambient lighting, in seven colors with three programming options, also serves  

as a convenient nightlight 

HANDS-FREE  Motion-activated opening and closing of seat and cover

MUSIC  Built-in speakers sync with devices enabled with Bluetooth®* wireless technology

EXTRA COMFORT  Heated foot warmer

INSTALLATION  Floor-mount

Veil®

ONE-PIECE ELONGATED DUAL-FLUSH INTELLIGENT TOILET

K-5402-0, K-5401-0 (shown) and K-5401-PA-0 ADA

FLUSH  Dual | 1.28 or 0.8 gpf | Manual emergency backup

CLEANSING SETTINGS  Stainless steel automatic cleansing wand offers  

adjustable spray shape, position, water pressure, temperature, pulsate and  

oscillate functions. Front and rear nozzles provide warm, aerated water

SELF-CLEANING  UV light sanitizes the cleansing wand surface

LIGHT  LED lighting illuminates the bowl to serve as a nightlight

INSTALLATION  Wall-hung and floor-mount

Karing® 2.0
ONE-PIECE ELONGATED INTELLIGENT TOILET

K-77780

FLUSH  2.0 gpf

CLEANSING SETTINGS  A self-cleaning wand offers adjustable spray position,  

water pressure, temperature, pulsate and oscillate functions. Front and rear  

nozzles provide warm, aerated water. Settings can be preset for two users

SELF-CLEANING  Pre-mist feature automatically applies water to the bowl for a clean 

flush every time. Wand automatically performs rinse cycle before and after each use;  

UV light sanities the cleansing wand surface

LIGHT  LED lighting illuminates the bowl to serve as a nightlight

INSTALLATION  Floor-mount

For more information, visit 
KOHLER.com/IntelligentToilets

*The Bluetooth word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by 
Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Kohler Co. is under license. 
Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.

(0) (HB1)
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WALL-HUNG TOILETS
KOHLER® wall-hung intelligent toilets seamlessly blend design with technology to leave you feeling 

a cleaner kind of clean. Select the all-in-one solution or follow the three-step ordering process.
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Droplet®

FLUSH ACTUATOR  
FOR 2" x 4" IN-WALL  

TANK AND CARRIER SYSTEM

K-4177

Bevel®
FLUSH ACTUATOR  

FOR 2" x 4" IN-WALL  
TANK AND CARRIER SYSTEM

K-8857

Lynk®

FLUSH ACTUATOR  
FOR 2" x 4" IN-WALL  

TANK AND CARRIER SYSTEM

K-75890

Note®

FLUSH ACTUATOR  
FOR 2" x 4" IN-WALL  

TANK AND CARRIER SYSTEM

K-75891

Cue®

FLUSH ACTUATOR  
FOR 2" x 4" IN-WALL  

TANK AND CARRIER SYSTEM

K-5413

Memoirs
FLUSH ACTUATOR  

FOR 2" x 4" IN-WALL  
TANK AND CARRIER SYSTEM

K-77271

Veil
FLUSH ACTUATOR  

FOR 2" x 6" IN-WALL  
TANK AND CARRIER SYSTEM

K-6298

Choose Your In-Wall Tank & Carrier SystemChoose Your Bowl

2" x 4" IN-WALL TANK 
AND CARRIER SYSTEM

K-18829

2" x 6" IN-WALL TANK 
AND CARRIER SYSTEM WITH 

FLUSH ACTUATOR PLATE

K-6284 
Includes Veil flush actuator  

(K-6298) in Polished Chrome

Veil
ONE-PIECE ELONGATED  

DUAL-FLUSH TOILET  
WITH REVEAL®  

QUIET-CLOSE™ SEAT

1.6 / 0.8 gpf | K-6299

Memoirs®

ONE PIECE ELONGATED  
DUAL-FLUSH TOILET WITH  

QUIET-CLOSE SEAT

1.6 / 0.8 gpf | K-6918

Choose Your Dual-Flush or Touchless Actuator

For more colors, installation types and sizes, 
visit KOHLER.com/WallHungToilet

1 2

3

Veil®
ONE-PIECE ELONGATED 

DUAL-FLUSH  
INTELLIGENT TOILET

1.6 / 0.8 gpf | K-5402 
Includes flush actuator  

in Honed White

All-In-One Solution
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ONE-PIECE TOILETS

Portrait® Comfort Height®

COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET  
WITH CONCEALED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-3826

Memoirs® Stately  
Comfort Height

COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET  
WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-6428

Memoirs Classic  
Comfort Height

COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET  
WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-6424

Kathryn® Comfort Height
COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET  
WITH CONCEALED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-3940

One-piece toilets integrate tank and bowl into a seamless, space-saving design that is easy to clean. Because of their special design  

detail, most one-piece KOHLER® toilets ship with a complementary Quiet-Close™ toilet seat with Quick-Release™ functionality.

Memoirs Stately Comfort Height one-piece compact elongated toilet with skirted trapway K-6428-96178 | PRODUCTS | TOILET SPACE | TOILETS
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Tresham® Comfort Height®

COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET  
WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

 1.28 gpf | K-3981

Archer®

ELONGATED TOILET 

1.28 gpf | K-3639

Santa Rosa™   
Comfort Height

COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET

1.28 gpf | K-3810

Gabrielle™  
Comfort Height
ELONGATED TOILET

1.28 gpf | K-3615

Cimarron®  
Comfort Height
ELONGATED TOILET  

WITH CONCEALED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-3619

Adair® Comfort Height
ELONGATED TOILET 

1.28 gpf | K-3946

San Raphael® 
ELONGATED TOILET  

WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

 1.28 gpf | K-3722

San Souci®  
Comfort Height

COMPACT ELONGATED TOILET  
WITH CONCEALED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-5172

Rêve® Comfort Height
COMPACT ELONGATED DUAL-FLUSH 

TOILET WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

1.6 / 0.8 gpf | K-3797

Numi® Comfort Height
ONE-PIECE COMPACT ELONGATED 
DUAL-FLUSH INTELLIGENT TOILET 

1.28 / 0.6 gpf | K-3901

Veil® Comfort Height
ONE-PIECE COMPACT ELONGATED 
DUAL-FLUSH INTELLIGENT TOILET 

1.28 / 0.8 gpf | K-5401

For more colors, installation types and sizes, 
visit KOHLER.com/OnePiece
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Step 1: Insert two toilet  
bowl cleaning tablets
All you need are two puck-style toilet 

cleaning tablets of your choice. Once you 

access the inside of the tank, open the 

blue reservoir and place the two cleaning 

tablets inside. Two cleaning tablets cost 

approximately $6, are widely available in 

retail stores and online and have a lifespan 

of approximately one year.

Step 2: Set the dial
Three settings let you decide how much 

cleaning power goes into each flush:

 is the recommended dose of cleaning agent  

— is less cleaning agent  

+ is more cleaning agent

Step 3: Look for the blue light
ContinuousClean comes with two AAA 

batteries, so there are no cords to 

worry about. The batteries power the 

LED indicator light that lets you know 

the system is working. After inserting 

the batteries and the tablets, look for a 

blue pulse (one-second in duration) that 

indicates the system is working properly 

and cleaning solution is being delivered.

Set up ContinueClean in three simple steps

On select toilets, ContinuousClean technology is factory-installed and built into the tank. Setup is quick—just follow the three steps below. 

And once you set it up, you don’t have to worry about it again until the light indicates you need new cleaning tablets. ContinuousClean 

gives you a truly self-cleaning toilet because there are no buttons to push. It simply cleans automatically and consistently with every flush.

Revolution 360®

Revolution 360 swirl flushing technology sends water around the entire bowl for 

complete coverage that leaves nothing behind. 

CleanCoat™

CleanCoat technology prevents nasty things like bacteria, mildew and mineral deposits 

from sticking, so your toilet stays clean longer. 

ContinuousClean
ContinuousClean technology automatically fights grime, germs and stains with every 

flush to keep your bowl clean longer. 

A Better Flush Gives You a Clean Bowl 
Combined, these technologies give you our cleanest flush yet. 

BETTER FLUSH. CLEANER BOWL.

Corbelle® Comfort Height®

ELONGATED TOILET WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-3814

With ContinuousClean | K-5709
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TWO-PIECE TOILETS

Devonshire® Comfort Height®

ELONGATED TOILET 

1.28 gpf | K-3837

Memoirs® Stately 
Comfort Height
ELONGATED TOILET  

WITH CONCEALED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-6669

Memoirs Classic 
Comfort Height
ELONGATED TOILET 

1.28 gpf | K-3816

Tresham® Comfort Height
ELONGATED TOILET 

1.28 gpf | K-3950

Archer® Comfort Height
ELONGATED TOILET 

1.28 gpf | K-3551

Cimarron® Comfort Height
ELONGATED TOILET 

1.28 gpf | K-3609

Cimarron Comfort Height
ELONGATED TOILET WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-5310

Highline® Comfort Height
ELONGATED TOILET  

WITH CONCEALED TRAPWAY

1.28 gpf | K-76301 (shown)

1.0 gpf | K-5298

Kelston® Comfort Height
ELONGATED TOILET

1.28 gpf | K-3755

Persuade® Curv  
Comfort Height

ELONGATED DUAL-FLUSH TOILET  
WITH SKIRTED TRAPWAY

1.6 / 1.0 gpf | K-6355

Two-piece toilets feature the traditional design of a separate tank and bowl. Two- and three-bolt installation systems provide  

a sturdy, level connection between the tank and bowl, making installation easy. Toilet seats are sold separately.

For more colors, installation types and sizes, 
visit KOHLER.com/TwoPiece
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